
Growth worldwide
By the turn of the century, the game was
spreading across the world. South Africa
had its first course, courtesy of a Scottish
regiment that built six holes near Cape
Town just before the Boer War. At about
the same time some other Scots were
designing and building the first course in
the USA - at Yonkers, New York.

Many well-known Scottish professionals
were employed to travel abroad to design
courses, among them Willie Park of
Musselburgh, the first winner of the British
Open championship, and Willie Dunn.
Dunn had been designing courses in
France when he was spotted by the
Vanderbilt family and taken to the United
States to build the first major golf club there
- at Shinnecock Hills, Long Island.

Traditionally there was a reluctance in
Britain to build golf courses inland. In
winter the ground was soggy and in the
summer it was baked hard. Because Britain
was a comparatively small island and
golfers few in number, it was generally felt
that the strips of linksland surrounding the
coast were both ideal and sufficient.

With the increased demand for the
game, particularly in the London area,
Willie Park came south to design the Old
Course at Sunningdale, possibly still the



The through swing
This swing is in three parts: the down
swing, the strike and the follow-through.
They are described under the one heading
because, with the best players, the move-
ments flow so effortlessly through that the
actual strike is indistinguishable as a
separate action from the swing.

The professional's objective is to get
through to the completion of the follow-
through in one movement, as he is well
aware of the danger, even with his high
standard of play, of hitting at the ball rather
than through it.. .



The forward movement of the arms and body provides an
extension at the base of the swing which permits the club
head to remain on the target line for several inches after
contact has been made with the ball. This is perfectly
demonstrated by Gary Player, whose club, although
some 60cm (2ft) beyond the point of impact, has still not
passed the line of his left arm.



ing. Although the finger grip itself is fairly
firm, the hand is still flexible. So the wrist
can take a fairly submissive role, while the
hand contributes to supporting and guid-
ing the swing arc.
Into the hit As the body unwinds and the
arms swing down turning towards the
base of the are, the left wrist will start to
uncock and the right hand and wrist will
straighten out. If you straighten the hands
too soon, the swing arc will be 'outside' the
ball-to-target line. On the other hand, if
you fail to straighten them in time, the club
will swing well 'inside' and could lock on
to an 'in-to-out' path, knocking the ball to
the right. This action is commonly called
'blocking a shot'.

Whether you are playing an aggressive
drive or a gentle short iron shot, by
straightening out at the right moment the
hands will be on their original line through
the ball. The lateral body movement, which
gives the base of the swing a bit more
width than you could get with a perfect
circle, enables the hands to work on to-
gether for several inches through the ball.
The movements of the hands should not
feel separate.

You do not have to help the right hand,
since the right arm will extend beyond the
left as it straightens.
The delicate shot If you are playing a tiny
lob shot, perhaps in a bunker or from a
fluffy rough, when you might take the club
upright, out of plane and then bring it
down across the ball, you will be very con-
scious of the right hand. In fact, your left
hand can be virtually inactive during such
a shot. You will need to flick the blade
under the ball and you can only do this
with the fingers of the right hand past the
left wrist.



Wrist action The reason for cocking the left
wrist and hingeing the right in the back
swing is to produce sufficient angle be-
tween the left arm and the shaft to create
acceleration through the swing.

When using a short iron, you will find
the hand movement starts fairly early in
the back swing. Many beginners worry
about starting their hand and wrist action
in case it picks the club up sharply. This
only happens if you ignore the two major
features of the swing - keeping to the
swing plane angle and completing the
shoulder turn. Without these, it would not
matter whether your hands started early or
late, since there would be no swing.

By practising the swing, you will de-
velop the right timing for the hand and
wrist action to blend in with the body turn
and footwork. With a fuller back swing you
can strike the ball cleanly and for a con-
siderable distance.

When you can master the point at which
the hands and wrists, corning down on the
same swing plane, straighten up and re-
lease the club head into the strike, then you
know your progress will be continuous.

Benefiting from the rhythm and move-
ment of the preparation, the through swing
will become the follow-through, where the
body turns fully into the finish. This is
where the swing plane exercises prove
their worth, as the right foot comes up on to
the toe of the shoe to allow your entire
body to face the flag.

You must still maintain the follow-
through pose until the ball lands. While
you are waiting for this, check if the angle
of the spine is the same as at the set-up and
at the top of the back swing.



Slice spinning
When you are playing a slice spin shot, the
swing path should be 'out-to-in' with the
club face 'open' from the swing path. The
woods you can use for this shot are the
driver, from a low tee peg, and a No 3. As
far as irons are concerned, you can play
with Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and perhaps No 6
if you are a very good player.

When setting-up, aim the club face at the
target, with the ball positioned well for-
ward opposite the stance. In this case the
stance does turn 'open', along with the
shoulders, so they both line up to a point
left of the target. When you need to playa
violent slice shot, your body line must be
very 'open' and the club face turned out
slightly. With this body line and the for-
ward position of the ball, you will be well
aware of the required swing path.
Making the swing As you begin the back
swing, you will get the impression that the
left shoulder is going under to maintain the
direction of the swing path. The club
climbs more steeply into an upright swing
plane and the shoulders never achieve the
normal 90-degree turn. The club does not



Balancing the swing The patterns govern-
ing side spin are so distinct that any player
suffering from hook or slice is accidentally
applying some or all of the applicable in-
gredients already described in this
chapter. The beauty of recognizing these is
that the curving flight of the ball, whether
mild or exaggerated, can be used to
diagnose the fault in the swing.

By altering the ball position and body
alignment, you can reverse the side on
which the arc 'lives' and in working to-
wards this you will eventually balance the
swing into a direct swing path.

Just as the curving ball can be your
teacher, the opposite curve can be the cure.



perhaps, the straightest-faced wood or
iron. Only the straighter-faced clubs, how-
ever, can slice.
Slicing around This is best done when the
ball is lying on firm ground. Even a spot
that appears difficult because there is little
grass is ideal for this shot. The last thing
you want to do is strike the bottom of the
ball since side spin of the slicing variety is
created when hitting the ball almost half-
way up.

When choosing your club, the straighter
the face you use the better. Anything more
lofted than a No 5 iron will make contact
too low on the ball and cause back spin, the
enemy of slice - and you cannot play this
shot in thick grass. In this situation play
the ball to a point on the fairway offering
the best next shot.

As detailed in the chapter on spinning
balls, you must swing the club head across
the face of the ball. Keep the blade' open' so
that the ball, after setting off well to the left
of the tree, turns back in towards the green.
If the distance to the green is less than you
would normally achieve with the
straighter-faced iron, even from a weak-
ened hit, hold the club lower down the
handle and reduce the length and power of
the swing. What you must not do is select a
more lofted club.



Ben Hogan
When Ben Hogan turned professional, he
went through many lean seasons before
gaining a tournament victory. He was just
starting to make his mark when the Second
World War intervened. Then, as he began
to dominate the golf scene again - winning
the 1948 US Open - his car was in head-on
collision with a bus. His great courage saw
him through, however, after the medical
profession had said he would never play
again.

That was in 1949. However he won the
US Open title in 1950, 1951 and 1953. The
last of those victories came prior to his only
visit to the British Open - at Carnoustie -
which he also won with a total of 282, a
record at the time.

His theories on the golf swing have pro-
vided a major contribution to the sport. He
was more or less responsible for drawing
attention to the importance of the swing
plane, which features strongly in this book.



The Handbook of Golfis the complete and
fully updated guide to the game of golf
and how to play it. Alex Hay, a player,
coach and television commentator, uses
his considerable experience to provide
instruction on swing technique, applying
and using spin, playing from slopes and
out of bunkers, the short game and
putting. He offers sound advice on
correcting faults, getting out of trouble,
strategy, coping with the weather,
practising and equipment. There are also
sections on the history of the game, rules
and etiquette, scoring and handicaps.

Lavishly illustrated throughout with line
drawings and colour and black and white
photography, The Handbook of Golf is an
indispensable companion for both the
novice and the experienced golfer.
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